INTRODUCTION
I have an Erdl5s number. Specifically, I have an Erd6s number of 5. For the uninitiated, the concept of an "Erd6s number" was created by mathematicians to describe how many "degrees of separation" an author of an article is from the great mathematician Paul Erd6s. 1 If you coauthored a paper with Erd6s, you have an Erd6s number of 1. If you coauthor a paper with someone with an Erd6s number of 1, you have earned an Erdl5s number of 2. Coauthoring a paper with someone with an Erd6s number of 2 gives you an Erd6s number of 3, and so on.
In 2010, I wrote an article on law and statistics in 2010 with my son, William Meyerson. 2 He had previously written an article with Scott T. Chapman, who had written one with Lara K. Puwell, who in turn had coauthored a piece with Zsolt Tuza, who had actually written an article with Paul Erd6s. 3 Thus, William has an Erd6s number of 4, which garners me an Erd6s number of 5.
I quickly discovered that I was not alone in feeling a sense of pride for having an "Erd6s number."4 But as I thought about the path one must follow to earn a coveted Erd6s number, I began to understand that the mathematical community views collaborative work in a vastly different manner than the legal academy where I have spent my career. 5 In mathematics, it is expected that one will coauthor numerous pieces throughout one's career. In the law school culture, by contrast, coauthorship, while not unknown, is not a significant part of the academic tradition.
This Article grew out of that insight. I wanted to explore whether my intuitive sense of these different attitudes towards collaboration was reflected empirically by a differing amount of coauthorship in the two fields, and, if so, what might be the reasons for such a difference. 6 Finally, I wanted to explore whether there are lessons legal academics can learn from their counterparts in mathematics in terms of creating a culture that not only accepts but encourages coauthorship. The second Part of this Article discusses how mathematicians produced a culture of collaboration. I focus on the extraordinary career of Paul Erd6s, and show how he helped create a social academic environment in which coauthorship is valued. The third Part explores the very different culture in legal academe. I begin the Part by exploring the disconnect between the individualistic culture of law schools and the collaborative culture of the legal community at large. I then discuss my study of legal coauthorship, which demonstrates that law professors collaborate at a rate much lower than their mathematical colleagues. Next, I explore the benefits that law professors and their students could gain from collaboration. The Article concludes with a consideration of some proposals to help turn the law school culture into one where collaboration and coauthorship are respected and encouraged.
II. ERDOS NUMBERS AND THE CREATION OF A CULTURE OF COLLABORATION

A. Paul Erdos and Erdos Numbers
Paul Erd6s was born in Budapest, Hungary on March 26, 1913. 7 He was a mathematical prodigy. Erd6s discovered negative numbers by himself at age 3 when he subtracted 250 degrees from 100 degrees and came up with 150 degrees below zero; he was able to multiply 4-6. "Collaboration is a process that involves shared decision making by fellow collaborators; shared decision making allows for the development of ideas that then leads to emergent knowledge rather than to a simple summation of ideas. digit numbers in his head by the age of 4. 8 While his mind was capable of engaging in the most abstract intellectual thought, Erd6s had some difficulties navigating the physical world. He did not learn how to butter a piece of toast until he was 21 years old, never boiled water, and never owned a credit card.9 Erd6s left Hungary in 1938,just before the beginning of World War Two.1 0 He obtained a tenure-track position at Notre Dame but was fired in 1954 during the McCarthy-era Red Scare. Erd6s had close connections with people in Communist countries, including his mother in Hungary and fellow mathematicians in China, and he refused to condemn the teachings of Karl Marx. l l Notre Dame was the last steady job Erd6s held. From 1954 until his death in 1996, Erd6s constantly travelled around the world, from one city to another, relying on local mathematicians to provide him with room and board.1 2 In exchange, Erd6s would assist in solving the problems his hosts were working on and share the problems he was investigating: "Just like the bumblebee goes from flower to flower, carrying its load of pollen, so [Erd6s1 goes from mathematical center to mathematical center with his problems and his information thereby being an agent of mathematical cross-fertilization." 13 Both out of necessity and personality, Erd6s revolutionized the concept of collaboration in mathematics research. He found great joy in the shared exploration of a mathematical mystery: "For Paul Erd6s, mathematics was a communal activity."14 Erd6s was also prolific. He published more than 1,400 papers on mathematics during his lifetime, a figure unmatched by anyone except perhaps Leonhard Euler, the legendary 18th century Swiss mathematician.1 5 As a result, Erd6s collaborated on more papers with different mathematicians than had ever been done previously. "Collaboration on such a scale had never been seen before in mathematics .... "16 In fact, 511 authors can claim to have cowritten an article with Erd6s. 17 As mathematicians marveled at the extraordinary range of Erd6s's collaborators, they devised a mathematical way to analyze such collaboration.
The fortunate 511 mentioned previously, who had written a paper directly with Erd6s, were given an Erd6s number of 1. 18 The coauthors ofthose with an Erd6s number of 1, those who are designated as having an Erd6s number of 2, currently total 9,268.1 9 There are more than 33,000 people with an Erd6s number of 3 [that is, collaborators of those with an Erd6s number of 2], and more than 80,000 with an Erd6s number of either 4 or 5.20
There 
B. Collaboration and the Mathematical Culture
The extent of collaboration among mathematicians in general increased enormously during Erd6s's career. A study of articles reviewed in Mathematics Review revealed that while over 90% of all papers reviewed in 1941 had just a single author, by the mid-1990s almost half ofthe reviewed articles had multiple authors.25 Moreover, the number of mathematical articles with three or more authors also skyrocketed. In 1940, virtually no mathematical papers had more than two authors; by the end of the Twentieth Century, 10% of mathematical papers had three or more authors, and 2% had four or more authors.26
Collaboration is now an intrinsic part of the culture of the mathematician. A quick review of those who have won the most prestigious prize in mathematics, the Fields Medal,27 reveals the extent of collaboration of those at the pinnacle of their profession. The mathematical culture encourages this sort of coauthorship: "These days almost everyone collaborates."30 The process of this collaboration belies the formality with which proofs are presented in mathematical journals:
When mathematics appear in print, it's formal and pure, it's theorem, proof, theorem, proof, corollary. But when we're doing mathematics it's a completely 25. Grossman, supra note 13, at 467-75. One mathematician has described the mathematical culture as, ''very webby, with almost everybody talking to people who talk to people."32 There is a great irony that a field that is often characterized as one populated by asocial beings33 has created what is actually an extraordinarily interactive culture. One mathematician noted that "[c]olleagues meet constantly to compare notes, discuss problems, look for hints, and work on proofs together. The abundance of conferences, symposia, workshops, colloquia, seminars, and other gatherings devoted to mathematical topics attest to a strong desire for interaction. "34
Mathematicians have succeeded in creating a culture in which collaboration is both expected and valued. They appreciate the social as well as academic benefits of collaboration. 35 The result is that currently, "mathematical research is a remarkably social process."36
III. UNDERSTANDING THE LEGAL ACADEMY'S INDMDUALISTIC CULTURE
A. The Hidden Cost of Individualism
The legal culture, or more particularly, the legal academic culture, is quite different from its mathematical analogue. 37 While there will 31. N Is A NUMBER: A PORTRAIT OF PAUL ERD5S, supra note 7 (quoting Scott Cassels).
Another mathematician wrote that I have written more than 150 papers, and at least half of them are joint .... I generate new ideas naturally and with pleasure while drinking a beer with a colleague, while having a "math rap session" at the blackboard, while going for a hike, or in the debriefing after an interesting talk. KRANTZ, supra note 27, at 96. a mathematician "needs to discover a problem connected to the existing mathematical culture. Then she needs reassurance and encouragement as she struggles with it"). 36. Id. 37. The word "culture" in this context means "the incentive structures and peer pressure, dominant rituals and unspoken habits of thought that construct and then be exceptions within each law school, there is "a distinct and remarkably consistent culture in most American law schools. "38 This culture, like other institutional cultures, is "constructed by the shared norms and the implicit rules of the game, the habits of thinking, and the mental models that frame how people interpret their experience."39 One effect of this culture is that, for many if not most of its participants, "law school feels like a world unto itself, a world with its own rules, rhythms, and rituals."40 While there are many aspects to this "world unto itself,"41 one significant feature is a focus on viewing legal work products as the result of primarily individual effort and hence a source of solely personal achievement: "The values we attend to in the classroom are apt to be individualism and autonomy, which we present as the basis for the define the interpersonal, institutional and cognitive behaviors and beliefs of members of the educational community. aw schools are also powerful cultural agents themselves, amplifying these values as they distribute greater power and prestige to those who achieve the most under these competitive conditions."). According to Professors Strum and Guinier, the law school culture emerges from the adversarial idea of law that is inscribed in the dominant pedagogy. It is reinforced by the prevailing metrics of success, which rank students through relentless public competitions (for grades, jobs, law journals, moot court, and clerkships) and provide very little opportunity for feedback that encourages students to develop more contextually defined or internally generated measures of accomplishment. It is locked in by its resonance with the currency of success in the private bar-money. It is preserved by the detachment of faculty from students' professional self-definition and reinforced by the primary way students learn-in class through questioning by professors in the presence of peers, when students perceive they have either won or lost the interaction. 44 First, law students learn more than just law from their professors. They also learn what it means to be a lawyer. 45 In terms of their psychological and intellectual development, "[p]robably the greatest role models for students are faculty members themselves."46 To the extent that law professors avoid collaboration,47 so will their students.
N ext, the nature of the typical large law school class, especially in the formative first year oflaw school, stresses the importance ofindividual performance. 48 The Socratic method, in which professors pose a series of questions to one student at a time, "creates a highly competitive environment."49 Not only are students forced to prepare and deliver their responses on their own, they are keenly aware that if they fail to give an adequate response they will either face additional [Vol. 93:547 personalized questioning or another student will swoop in to give the desired answer. 50 An additional aspect of law school that fortifies the culture of competition is the grading policy.51 Most law schools require their faculty "to apply some standardized mean or curve in awarding [their] grades. "52 Mandatory grade curves send the (accurate) message that success is only to be determined by besting your classmates, not by the absolute measure of your understanding. 53 As good grades are perceived as both the ticket to future employment as well as a measure of one's ability as a lawyer, grade curves serve as a strong inducement for students to believe that individualistic achievement is the only route to success. 54 This is especially unfortunate as the legal world into which law students graduate requires the ability to work effectively as a member of a groUp.55 Several studies have concluded that a critical component of "lawyering effectiveness" is "working with others."56 For example, one recent survey of ''highly respected health law attorneys in Atlanta" revealed a universal desire for the attorneys they hire to "have the interpersonal skills to collaborate, work in teams, and cope with conflict."57 The ABA's 1992 "MacCrate Report" also found that "cooperation among co-workers" was an essential element of efficient law office management. 58 The MacCrate Report concluded that "effective collaboration with others" was a critical skill, "regardless of whether a lawyer is a solo practitioner, a partner or associate in a firm, or a lawyer in public service practice."59 Such a conclusion is hardly surprising since "the practice of law is collaborative."60 Most lawyers do not simply create a final work product on their own. 61 In fact, "[l]awyers spend much of their time workthe world through the eyes of others, and developing relationships within the legal profession. Id. at 630. Other elements of lawyer effectiveness are: analysis and reasoning, creativity/innovation, problem solving, practical judgment, researching the law, fact finding, questioning and interviewing, influencing and advocating, writing, strategic planning, and providing advice and counsel, "evaluation, development, and mentoring," passion and engagement, diligence, integrity/honesty, stress management, community involvement and service, and self-development. Id ing collaboratively with others in 'brainstorming, group decisionmaking, engaging in complex multi task projects, and editing and being edited.'"62 Lawyers regularly work closely with a wide range of other players in the legal system, and not merely other lawyers: "Lawyers collaborate with colleagues, clients, consultants, court personnel, and even with adversaries."63 In the criminal justice world, as Professor Anthony C. Thompson wrote, it takes a community to prosecute. 64 Successful prosecution requires that the prosecutor coordinate, at minimum, with law enforcement officers and other investigators, expert and lay witnesses, as well as other lawyers on the prosecuting team. 65 Professor Thompson adds that the essence of "community prosecution" requires "collaboration with community members in a problem-solving team that reflects a wide basis of knowledge and a wide range of perspectives."66
Karen Glickstein, a lawyer specializing in employment defense work stressed the importance of being part of numerous "teams."67 She notes that not only does she collaborate with "the traditional attorneys, legal assistants, and staff," from her own law firm, she also works with both "a variety of in-house attorneys and of a 'team' of other defense lawyers who shared a common goal of making good law for the employment defense bar-even if we were competitors for clients or business on some occasions."68 with co-counsel on occasion, opposing counsel, and court personnel. In large-scale litigation and transactional practices, larger groups of lawyers, legal assistants, and staff all must work together, sometimes in a stressful and rushed atmosphere, to achieve the client's objective."). 62. Zimmerman, supra note 50, at 960 n. 
Id. Glickstein adds:
The legal 'teams' we operate as part of are diverse: the trial team dedicated to win a particular battle for a client; the team of attorneys within our law firms charged with hiring attorneys, increasing profits, or developing new marketing plans; and the 'national' team of defense attorneys who are dedicated to ensuring that court decisions do not set precedents
The use of "teams" has become commonplace in business and has entered the lexicon of legal management as well. 69 Law, along with many other business fields, has begun to stress the value of "'collaborative intelligence,' or 'CQ,' that results from the cooperative work of innovative thinkers."7o While many in the legal profession have always worked in groups,71 there is an increasing emphasis on lawyers working effectively on "teams."72
This new interest in collaborative work is, in part, a response to the demands of clients. Simply put, "[cHients want team players, not
Id.
in a particular area of the law that will hurt the interests of defense clients and that punitive damages awards are capped at a reasonable level. 
69
prima donnas."73
It is in the interests of both lawyers and their clients to produce work products in the most cost-efficient manner and collaborative work has proven to be an economic necessity.74
The increase in lawyer teamwork also reflects, in part, the capability for greater collaboration that has been created by new technologies. 75 Modern communications technology permits, for example, the creation of ''virtual law firms," which are law firms consisting of "a conglomeration of lawyers that use technology to collaborate online while working remotely and reducing costs."76
Another driving force encouraging greater lawyer collaboration is the changing nature of the legal work being done. Due to increased globalization and business consolidation, legal work has become "increasingly complex, multi-disciplinary and international. Ironically, as the work has become more multifaceted, lawyers and law firms have become more specialized, increasingly focusing on narrow legal areas. 78 Clients do not expect a particular lawyer, therefore, to have the skills necessary to solve their most complex problems, but they do "expect lawyers to know how to work with people who together have the knowledge and skills required to assist a client in this way."79 Accordingly, one study concluded that "most legal work in 2013-at least the high-value work that attorneys and law firms covetedrequired multiple attorneys to work together. Collaboration was, in fact, extremely valuable to firms: it allowed them to take on increasingly sophisticated client work, which in turn let them charge higher prices."8o
Increased globalization also has led to American lawyers working more with lawyers in other countries: "Counsel must frequently collaborate across geographic and cultural boundaries with far-off partners to ensure that work is aligned with the client's global strategy and accounts for country-specific issues."81 In addition, law firms have begun to "outsource" some legal work to less expensive foreign lawyers. 82 This so-called "legal process outsourcing" requires "good communications skills, along with the ability to motivate workers from different organizations, negotiate and administer service contracts, assemble effective teams, and plan for and respond to contingencies."83 In other words, American lawyers need to learn how to collaborate with their international colleagues, just as they must learn to collaborate here at home. 84 Unfortunately practice should instead adopt a collaborative model that builds relationships with both onshore and offshore legal service providers, working cooperatively with the provider best able to complete the projects, maintaining reciprocal communication, managing cultural differences, and acknowledging each participant's contribution to the whole.").
working in teams."85 Apart from clinical courses and some legal writing classes, "law school courses offer essentially no opportunity for collaborative problem solving."86 While other professional schools, such as medical schools and business schools stress the need for students to work collaboratively, in general, law schools have sent the opposite message: "I am in this alone."87 Indeed, "collaborative learning is routinely discouraged in law school. "88 Thus, not only does the law school culture fail to educate law students in the ways of working on a team, "much of legal training, with its emphasis on individual work and achievement, is an impediment to developing effective team players."89 One result of this emphasis on solitary work is that "law students do not graduate with effective emotional intelligence skills-in particular, they have not learned to work well with others."90 Much of the blame for individualistic law school culture rests on law faculty.91 The reason why so many members of legal academe have created and continue to support this culture will be explored in the next section.
B. The Solitary Legal Scholar
The legal academy's emphasis on individual work products can be traced, to a substantial extent, to the values shared and disseminated by law professors. 92 For most, though certainly not all, law professors, both teaching and scholarship are seen as solitary activities. 93 Professor Melissa Marlow describes law professors' general "disinclination to work cooperatively as teachers."94 She adds that law professors usually prefer "operating as independent contractors in teaching [to] working cooperatively with colleagues in the teaching mission."95
This sort of "pedagogical solitude" affects what law faculty value and how they teach. 96 One significant way "in which legal academia has distinguished itself from many academic disciplines is in its reluctance to embrace collaboration in the production of knowledge."97 Despite some notable exceptions, "collaboration has not played a very 513 , 514 (2004) ("For the most part, law students experience the intense and challenging academic endeavor oflaw schools as isolated zombies."). 91. See Marlow, supra note 6, at 248 (stating that the culture oflaw schools is "heavily influenced" by the practices and attitudes oflaw faculty); Meadow, supra note 42, at 7 ("The values that we attend to in the classroom are apt to be individualism and autonomy ... ."). 92. See, e.g., Sturm & Guinier, supra note 37, at 520 (stating that law school culture is, "preserved by the detachment offaculty from students' professional self-definition and reinforced by the primary way students learn-in class through questioning by professors in the presence of peers, when students perceive they have either won or lost the interaction. "); see also The extent of solo authorship of law review articles has only recently become the focus of empirical research. Thete have been a few small studies that have concluded that there is "a relatively low rate of collaboration in law."100 A 2002 study of eleven law reviews found that throughout the period of 1970-1999, "collaborative articles consistently accounted for less than 20 percent of the total articles published."lOl A more recent study, this one focusing on what its authors termed "the 'top fifteen' law reviews," found that the rate of coauthorship of major articles in those journals increased from 15% in 2000 to 23% in 2010. 102 This study also looked at two journals specializing in law and economics, the Journal of Legal Studies and the Journal of Law, Economics and Organization, and found a much higher rate of coauthorship of major articles, 49.6%, for the period between 1989 and 2010.103
In order to explore the extent to which coauthorship is, or is not, part of the culture of the legal academy, it is necessary to examine the full landscape of the law school universe. Previous studies of law review collaboration have been limited to a relatively small number of so-called "elite" journals. 104 One problem with limiting a study to so- 314 (2013) . Nonetheless, like the other rating systems in legal academe, its claim to enumerate the "top" or "best" or "most important"-essentially to attempt to way, I would be able to capture articles written by faculty from almost every accredited law school. 108 I limited my article count to "major articles," with at least one law professor listed among the authors. For this study, I defined a "major article" as one of at least 10,000 words to ensure that only significant scholarship was included. lo9 To see if there had been changes over time, I examined three time periods, 1988-1992, 1998-2002, and 2008-2012. In addition, because of the growth of specialized journals, I studied the top 20 "specialized" journals for the period 2008-2012 as well.1 l0 I divided those specialized journals into two groups: "law and economics" and "non-law and economics," in recognition of the fact that the style of law and economics articles lend themselves more to coauthorship than most areas of other legal scholarship. 111
In all, I considered 8,124 major law articles: 1,762 from the top general law reviews from 1988-1992, 2,478 from the top general law reviews from 1998-2002, 3,143 from the top general law reviews from 2008-2012, 143 from the top four law and economics journals, 112 and 598 from specialized non-law and economics journals.
calculate the incalculable-is ultimately incoherent and would be laughable if so many in the profession did not take rating systems seriously. 108. By expanding my study to 50 law reviews, I was able to capture faculty authors from most, if not all, law schools that are ABA-accredited and members of Table IV shows that the percentage of coauthored major law review articles in specialized non-law and economics journals is almost identical to that of general law reviews. For these specialized journals, 19.6% of the major articles have more than one author, a percentage virtually the same as the 19.0% for general-interest law reviews. 35.7% Table V shows a dramatically higher rate of coauthorship for major articles in law and economics journals. More than one-third of their major articles, 35.7%, have more than one author.113
The data shows that, with one notable exception, the rate of collaboration in legal scholarship lags significantly behind the rate for mathematical research. While more than half of all mathematical pa-
The reason this number is different from that obtained by Ginsburg and Miles is
that I looked at four law and economic journals while they looked at two; plus I used a slightly different definition of "major articles." pers are cowritten, more than 80% of legal scholarship (excepting law and economics scholarship) is the work of a single author. Even for law and economics scholarship, the ratio of coauthored work, slightly more than one-third, still falls significantly below the ratio for mathematicians. This is not to say, of course, that there is no collaboration in legal academe. Some professors have one person with whom they coauthor frequently.1 14 Others may have many different coauthors over the course of their careers; a 2007 study revealed that Harvard law professor Cass Sunstein had published with fifty-eight different coauthors, while Yale law professor Ian Ayers had collaborated with forty-four different people. 115 Nonetheless, the law school culture, unlike the mathematical culture, does not emphasize or reward academic collaboration.
C. Collaboration in Otber Academic Fields
The divide between collaboration rates in legal scholarship as opposed to mathematical research can also be seen when reviewing collaboration rates in other fields. Some, such as science and economics, have high rates of collaboration, while in other fields, such as history or literature, almost all scholarship is done by a single author.
In much of the hard sciences, collaborative research is almost universal.1 16 One review of the prestigious journal Science and Nature found only six single-authored research articles out of the hundreds published in the first six months of 2009. 117 Not only is the collaboration rate high, each author collaborates with many different fellow scientists. Those who conduct research about theoretical high-energy physics theory and computer science average four coauthors, astrophysicists average closer to eighteen coauthors, and scientists who engage in high-energy physics research average an eye- torians has a single author.1 26 Similarly, language scholars and literary scholars "usually write alone."127
D. Explaining Differing Rates of Collaboration
There is a wide range of factors that have led to various academic fields exhibiting different rates of collaboration. Most of the important scientific research now being done is of such a vast scope that it is inconceivable that one person would be capable of doing it alone: "Genetic research, a search for the cures for cancer and AIDS, and space exploration, for example, require a team approach, often two or more laboratory teams."128
In other fields, numerous studies have found that articles containing empirical research are more likely to be coauthored. 129 One study of law review articles by Professors Tom Ginsburg and Thomas J. Miles showed that articles containing empirical analysis were far more likely to be coauthored. 130 In fact, Ginsburg and Miles concluded that much, if not most, of the increase in coauthorship in law review articles was attributable to an increase in the number of law review articles relying on empirical research. 1 31
A link between increased empirical research and increased coauthorship has been found in other fields as well. Another force driving collaborative writing is the trend toward increased specialization that has occurred in many academic fields. 135 As the scope, as opposed to the depth, of one's knowledge narrows, it often becomes necessary to find coauthors who have expertise in different, but relevant subfields: "The likelihood that a single person possesses all of the human capital necessary to produce a contribution falls and collaboration rises. In effect, collaboration represents a greater division oflabor as the size of the scholarly 'market' groWS."136 Law schools, in particular, are part of an "age of increasing specialization."137 The factors leading to an increase in "doctrinal specialization, of course, feed the tendencies of law professors to concentrate their scholarship in specialized fields."138 As in other fields, this specialization has contributed to the somewhat increased coauthorship of legal scholarship.
Just as a scholar in a narrow field needs coauthors if she hopes to competently discuss a topic outside her field, scholars must have coauthors when they attempt interdisciplinary work: "Increasing interdisciplinary work may require more complex forms of collaboration across fields as research projects become larger, more sophisticated, and more demanding in nature."139 One study attributed part of the increase in coauthorship of public administration scholarship to the increase in interdisciplinary work, saying that "collaboration is often not only desirable, but required, because a single scholar rarely has full command of the variety of disciplinary skills required to complete the project."140 There has also been a significant increase in interdisciplinary legal scholarship.141 According to Dean Erwin Chemerinsky, over the last several decades "[f1aculty scholarship has become far more interdisciplinary and more abstract, and interdisciplinary scholarship is more highly valued than traditional doctrinal scholarship, especially at elite institutions."142 This rise in interdisciplinary legal scholarship has also contributed to the increase in coauthorship.
Technological changes are a final factor that has led to increased collaboration in most academic fields. In the 1990s, technological developments such as "direct dialing, the floppy disk, word processing packages, fax and e-mail" were credited with making collaboration much easier. 143 In more recent times, the Internet has radically altered the nature of coauthorship by reducing the time and effort in finding a collaborator as well as the collaboration itself.
The Internet allows "researchers greater ability to communicate and coordinate research efforts with individuals at other institutions."144 Studies show that the Internet and other advances in infor- mati on technology "diminish the importance of cooperation within physical boundaries and greatly facilitate collaboration from a distance. "145 These technological changes have, of course, greatly impacted legal research: "The Internet reshapes the way lawyers conduct their legal research and access information, and has made information retrieval far faster and in many ways more efficient than ever before."146 The Internet has facilitated legal academic collaboration just as it has all other academic collaboration.
Yet all these factors fail to explain fully why different fields exhibit such different collaboration rates. None of these explain why there is so much more coauthored research in public administration than in law. 147 They also do not explain why law professors conducting empirical research in law and economics do not collaborate at the same rate as economics professors in their empirical research. 148 It appears that the culture of each academic field will greatly affect the extent to which each of these factors increases the amount of coauthorship in that field.1 49 For legal academe, the culture of the solitary law professor has significantly impeded the advance of collaboration. 
IV. CREATING A LAW SCHOOL CULTURE OF COLLABORATION
A. Recognizing the Lost Benefits of Collaboration: Law Faculty
Perhaps the first step to altering the law school culture of individualism would be for law faculty to understand what they are missing. In addition to reducing the harm to our students, law faculty should recognize that were they to embrace the values of collaboration, they could benefit as much as their students. In other fields, the benefits of collaboration, including coauthorship, are well known. As sociologist Stanley Presser noted, "There are many reasons why the proverbial 'two heads are better than one' might apply to specific research."150
One of the most obvious benefits of coauthorship is that "it allows for an efficient division oflabor."151 Specifically, two authors with expertise in different areas can produce a work that involves both fields without either author having to learn the details of the other's area of expertise. Thus, "[t]he distinctive skills of a collaborator may permit an academic to produce work that he or she would not be able to produce individually."152 For a legal academic, this could mean either an interdisciplinary paper or a work cowritten with a colleague who is an expert in a different legal area.
A second benefit from collaboration is social and psychological. As mathematician Steven Krantz noted, "Working alone, it is easy to become discouraged and confused. Having a collaborator can give you strength, give you someone off of whom you can bounce your ideas, give you a regular re-centering of your course."153 Instead of working in solitary isolation, it can be "a great help to have a sounding board, a reality check, a verifier that only another person can be."154 Coauthors also can provide a needed incentive to keep research on track: "Knowing that others are involved and that there are regular meet- The most important benefit from academic collaboration, though, might be that it ''hold[s] the promise of producing better scholarship."l56 As Alan Turing, the British mathematician and computer pioneer, noted: "[T]he isolated man does not develop any intellectual power. It is necessary for him to be immersed in an environment of other men . . .. [T]he search for new techniques must be regarded as carried out by the human community as a whole, rather than by individuals."l57
When people work together, they may find that there is "a sort of synergy where multiple contributors develop ideas that none would have developed on his or her own."l58 Mathematicians Jack Cohen and Ian Stewart reimagined the word "complicity" as a cross between "complexity" and "simplicity."l59 In their view, "complicity" is the result of collaborative synergy: "When two points of view complement each other, they don't just fit together like lock and key or strawberries and cream; they spawn completely new ideas."l6o
For a legal scholar to admit that his or her thought process could be improved by collaboration requires not just a change in culture, but also a healthy dose of personal humility-a trait not usually associated with law professors. l6l Yet an awareness of one's inherent limitations is an essential step for transcending them. There is also an important societal benefit that might accrue from increased collaboration: Those who are experienced researchers and writers can mentor those who are new to the field. 1 64 Similarly, those who are experienced with the writing process can choose their coauthors to ensure that more and different voices and opinions are heard in the community:
Collaborative projects draw in individuals who have previously not been involved and who might not have considered starting a research program. By broadening the circle of individuals doing research and writing, more perspectives and voices are heard. These individuals may also go on to contribute much collaboratively and individually to the profession through their research and writing. 165 It would be a vast overstatement, though, to imply that collaboration is not without its cost or is always beneficial. Coauthorship does not inevitably improve the product. Without careful editing, "a multiauthored paper may be somewhat more likely to end up as a patchwork of text lacking a direction or theme."166 Moreover, the need for authors to reach agreement may lead to a watered-down version of an otherwise bold thesis.167 And there is the catalog of nasty results possible if one makes the wrong choice of coauthor:
Friends' complaints about bad coauthors have ranged from missing deadlines, to faulty scholarship that lacked integrity, to manuscripts that were so sloppy they could not be salvaged. Colleagues have reported that some coauthors dumped poor drafts on them and that only Herculean efforts salvaged the work. One friend even reported that a coauthor "stole" the work and submitted the article as his work. 16B The take-home message is not, however, to never collaborate. The wiser message is: "Choose your coauthor with care."169
B. Recognizing the Lost Benefits of Collaboration: Law Students
Obviously, teaching law students to collaborate would help them adjust more quickly to future legal employment in which collaboration is commonplace. 170 But there are a multitude of other benefits that would accrue to law students were their education to stress collaborative work. Numerous academic studies have revealed a wide number of advantages that students gain from learning to work in a groUp.171 Professors Elizabeth Inglehart, Kathleen N arko, and Clifford Zimmerman catalogued some of these benefits into three categories: substantive, advancing the understanding of the subject matter; cognitive, advancing general reasoning skills and judgment; and emotional or psychological benefits, those that enhance mental or emotional wellbeing. 172 Some of these benefits deserve to be highlighted. Most significantly, collaborative learning can increase the educational benefit law school provides: "Collaborative learning, in which students work together in small groups toward a common goal, can generate more learning than purely individual work."174 Students are able to think more abstractly and remember what they learn. Numerous studies have confirmed that "students more frequently use higher-level cognitive and moral reasoning strategies through collaborative learning. They are also more likely to learn how to focus these strategies to solve problems and gain conceptual understanding."175 Law students involved in collaborative learning also are forced to learn how to listen carefully to what their peers are saying. Thus, "working in groups teaches students to listen well and to reflect."176 Moreover, collaborative learning encourages students to work with those who may be quite different from them. Law students can therefore receive important lessons in diversity as well. l77 Many law faculty who have experimented have reported that classes with collaborative learning can be more effective than when they benefits of "a culturally based, highly relational exploration of course material. It stretches the shrunken persona ofthe typical law student into the many evolving and 'intersectional' public roles that are present in each student.").
utilize the traditional one-on-one Socratic dialog. Among the reported classroom benefits of collaborative learning are "increasing student class participation and subject matter interest, and keeping students on task."178
C. Changing the Law School Culture
Despite the benefits of collaboration to both faculty and students, it is beyond dispute that, "culture is difficult to change. "179 There are many things that can be done, however, to change the culture of law schools, both for students and faculty.
The recent, though limited, increase in coauthorship may mean that the legal academy will become more receptive to reducing its insistence on individualist work products. Nonetheless, major changes are required if coauthorship is to become accepted as a truly valid component of legal research.
Coauthored pieces must be given "greater legitimacy" than they presently receive. 180 Those who have coauthored articles should not be viewed as lesser scholars than those who write alone. The quality of the work should be the only metric.
The single most important step for truly changing the law school culture regarding collaborative work would be to change the way coauthored pieces are considered in the promotion and tenure process. 181 Currently, most law school give only "token credit for coauthored works."182 Not surprisingly, "the emphasis on sole-authored work in the promotion process is a strong disincentive to engage in collaborative work."183 In fact, untenured law faculty are often specifically advised to avoid coauthoring articles. 184 178 The obvious remedy is for law schools to treat cowritten articles with the same respect given to those that are individually written. 1S5 There must be an end to what is, in effect, a presumption that a coauthor is a freeloader, who has not done significant work on an article. Law schools should not emphasize "the relative ease of assigning credit for work," to the exclusion of prolific, quality scholarship.186
Law schools can also encourage collaboration among their faculties. Some schools provide specific funding for collaborative research. 187 Schools could also create either formal or informal mentoring programs, pairing senior and junior faculty.18S Not only would such mentoring encourage collaboration, it could ''help relieve some of the anxiety new scholars experience by demystifying the experience and explaining what will happen throughout the process."189 Law reviews can also play a significant role in creating more of a culture of collaboration. First, law reviews should encourage, if not require, the alphabetical listing of coauthors. In mathematics, more than any other field, authors are listed in alphabetical order.190 This practice reflects a culture that sees, "[m]athematical collaborations [as] democratic endeavors, and all the participants are equals."191 AIphabeticallisting of authors would signify a view that coauthorship is a shared venture, and each author is presumed to be an equal participant.
Another change that law reviews can initiate is to reject The Bluebook rule that states when a publication has three or more authors, Law Professor?" In discussing the need for Law Professors to publish, the website declares that, "doing academic research is often a solitary occupation (though faculty sometimes collaborate with colleagues or students)." Do I Want to Be a Law Professor?, COLUMBIA LAw SCH., http://web.law.columbia.edullaw-teachingJ what-you-need-know-about-law-school-teachingJdo-i-want-be-professor (last visited Oct. 9, 2014), archived at http://perma.unl.eduIW8RC-N8FX. 185. "By treating collaborative scholarship more favorably, law schools will remove a significant impediment to collaborative work, at least among relatively junior scholars who are candidates for tenure and promotion. only the first author's name is listed, followed by "et al."192 All authors of a piece should be listed when an article is cited. 1 93 This would both prevent the overemphasis on one author and ensure that all of the coauthors receive credit for their work.
Creating a law school culture of collaboration also requires a change in how students are taught. As Professor Mark Tushnet explains, "Legal education should prepare students for the practice of law. It would seem to follow that legal education should prepare students to do collaborative work. "194 On the most simple level, students need to not only be informed that when they graduate they will be entering a profession where collaboration is the norm, but that their effectiveness will be judged, at least in part, on how well they work with others.195 However, that information is meaningless unless it is reinforced by the learning process in which law students are participating. Accordingly, collaborative work should be a recognized part of legal education at every stage of a law student's development. 196 Teaching law students teamwork, however, is not a simple task. "Teamwork must be taught. It does not come naturally, especially to many individuals who self-select for the legal profession. 197 Simply telling students to work together on a particular problem is a recipe for failure and frustration. 198 Most law students will not have had any real experience with successfully working together on an academic team,199 Hence, they will 
D. What the New Culture Might Look Like
Fortunately, collaborative learning has begun to enter legal education. 205 From these beginnings, we can see what the law schools might look like were collaborative learning to become commonplace. We can also learn how to make collaborative learning successful.
Clinics
The first segment of the legal academy to embrace collaborative learning was the clinical law faculty: "Clinical education in particular has been praised for providing students with numerous opportunities to work collaboratively, and clinical educators have generally recognized the benefits of collaborative pedagogy to prepare students for the practice of law. "206 Law students in clinics typically work together on a wide range of issues. 207 Moreover, students often collaborate closely with the faculty and other supervisory attorneys. As one student described her clinical experience:
It's all collaborative. I'm doing a lot of writing right now with my supervising attorney and my law fellow. And we just finished writing a motion for approval of a settlement agreement. We wrote early drafts of pretrial reports and letters, all of which were collaborative. I'd do a draft; they'd make revisions. They were either happy with it and we'd keep revising that way, or we'd sit down and work together to figure out how to restructure documents. 208 Clinics can also give law students the opportunity to collaborate with clients. 209 The U.C. Davis Immigration Law Clinic, for example, "teaches students that they must collaborate with clients in formulating legal strategies. Emphasizing careful listening skills and sensitivity to client needs, [the clinic attorneys hope] students, as well as clients, learn larger lessons." 210 Other clinics focus on training law students in the distinct skill of collaborating with "experts and consultants adjunct to the provision of legal services."211 One of the pioneers in this type of collaboration was the Securities Arbitration Clinic at Pace Law School, which provides free legal assistance to small investors who have arbitrable disputes with their securities brokerage firms. 212 Law students in that clinic work closely with students from Pace University's Lubin School of Business; as a result of their collaboration, "[t]he business students have helped the law students determine whether there is in fact a viable claim in a case, calculated measures of damages, and evaluated the strength of settlement offers."213 grams are a natural fit for collaborative work, especially since so much of most lawyers' work involves joint writing:
Very often, a lawyer-particularly a new lawyer-will be asked to write a portion of a brief, or to make an initial draft of a letter that others will edit, or to update research memoranda initially written by colleagues. There is very little in most students' experiences to prepare them for this type of writing. Hence, collaboration training in the legal writing classroom would be valuable. 220 One of the most common collaborative exercises in legal writing classes involves "[p]eer editing, also referred to as peer review, [which] is a form of collaborative learning in which students review and critique each other's work."221 When done correctly, the peer review experience helps students "improve their editing, analysis, and writing skills; and develop increased self-confidence."222 It also affords "the opportunity for them to work as part of a team, providing mutual support and helping each other succeed."223
Law professors experienced with peer review warn that successful implementation requires sensitivity to law students' concerns about the unfairness of one person's grade being dependent on the work of another student who may not be as hard working or diligent. Accordingly, Prof. Hill recommends that the grade a student receives on a writing assignment that is the subject of review be "completely independent of the peer-editing exercise."224 Another approach is to provide a detailed "Structured Peer Review Worksheet," so that students are guided in providing constructive comments. 225 220 (1) The number of times first person 0, We) is used: _ _ _ _ A different approach used by many legal writing programs is collaborative writing. At Northwestern, for example, students were assigned "to research and write the first graded draft of their open research memorandum collaboratively. Each student then individually rewrote the open memo."226 This approach combines both individual and collaborative work. The faculty found special benefits from the collaborative portion of the assignment:
Because the final written product had to satisfy both of them, they had to put more thought into justifying their analysis, and their analysis tended to become more thoughtful and sophisticated as a result of discussing it at length with each other. They also acted as editors to improve each other's writing and as proofreaders to eliminate typos. As a result, their joint written products were, on average, better than their individually written products. 227
Collaboration in Other Courses
Individual faculty members can create opportunities for collaborative work in other classes, regardless of class size. A collaborative learning assignment "focuses on group work toward a unified final product."228 In a collaborative project, "group members negotiate tasks, roles, and responsibilities."229 Most significantly, though, students are informed that the project will be "all or partially group produced and all or partially group graded."230 Professor Dorothy Evensen gave several examples of how teachers incorporated collaborative learning into their classes:
One student gave the example of a professor who handed out pre-exam questions for small group discussions, while another student told of the professor who actually gave a group exam. A female student praised a Constitutional
[d.
(10) Explain why the sentence is the most in need of revision: (11) Write a possible revision of the sentence that addresses the concern in the preceding question: (12) Current grading policies also can deter collaborative work. 239 Since grades are of such importance to most students, some law professors have tried to create "an incentive structure that strongly encourage[s] collaborative work."240 Other fields, such as business schools, "often have group projects that result in a grade for the entire group . . . . Given the evolving legal market, perhaps law schools should consider restructuring certain classes in a manner that will reward collaboration."241 V. CONCLUSION Law schools do not need to create their own version of an ErdlSs number in order to create a collaborative culture similar to that of the mathematical community.242 Rather, what is required is a recognition of the numerous benefits that derive from working together and the subsequent need for responsible legal educators to prepare our students for a collaborative legal field.
It would also help to realize that collaboration does not mean the demise of individual effort, individual responsibility, or individual rewards. One can coauthor an article without losing one's intellectual or professional identity. When properly understood, collaboration is not the opposite of individualism, but a vital part of the process whereby an individual can achieve more of his or her unique potential.
239. See supra text accompanying notes 51-54. 240. Tushnet, supra note 54, at 315. Prof. Tushnet said he wanted to "design an examination system that would systematically allocate higher grades to those who worked collaboratively." He reported he was unsuccessful in this endeavor. 
